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TOP FIVE MEN AND WOMEN ADVANCE FROM STAGE ONE TO IN-PERSON
FINALS IN AROMAS, CALIFORNIA, NEXT MONTH

Mat Fraser and Tia-Clair Toomey Lead Field in Quest for New Records for
Consecutive “Fittest on Earth” Titles

Aromas, California — The top five men and women finishers advanced from stage one
of the 2020 Reebok CrossFit Games today to the finals taking place next month at “The
Ranch” in Aromas, California, from Oct. 19-25. The final five on each side will be led by
four-time champion Mat Fraser and three-time champ Tia-Clair Toomey. Fraser would
set a new record for consecutive victories with a win in the finals, while Toomey would
extend her own record as the most decorated woman in CrossFit Games history.

Along with Australian Toomey, other women’s finalists making the trip to California will
include Americans Brooke Wells (2nd in stage one), Haley Adams (3rd), and Kari
Pearce (5th), along with two-time champ Katrin Davidsdottir (4th) of Iceland. On the
men’s side, Fraser is joined by fellow Americans Noah Ohlsen (2nd), Justin Medeiros
(3rd), and Samuel Kwant (4th), as well as Canadian Jeffrey Adler (5th).

The first stage of the Games involved an online competition for the 30 men and 30
women qualifiers at their homes or local gyms in 16 different countries. Results,
coverage, and videos of stage one events are available at games.crossfit.com and on
the CrossFit Games YouTube channel and Facebook page.

The CrossFit Games finals will involve a fully produced live and in-person competition
with the 10 remaining athletes. Coverage will be televised on CBS Sports (in the United
States) and streamed across games.crossfit.com, Facebook, and YouTube.

https://games.crossfit.com/athlete/153604
https://games.crossfit.com/athlete/168305
https://games.crossfit.com/athlete/305891
https://games.crossfit.com/athlete/2725
https://games.crossfit.com/athlete/74320
https://games.crossfit.com/leaderboard/games/2020?division=1&sort=0


Over the two days of competition, athletes tackled seven events: Friendly Fran, 1RM
Front Squat, Damn Diane, 1,000-Meter Row, Nasty Nancy, Handstand Hold, and Awful



Annie. See official event descriptions here. This first stage determined final placements
and prize money for Games competitors landing in sixth to 30th place.

The CrossFit Games studio went live to discuss the events each day, and
commentators Sean Woodland and Annie Sakamoto were joined by reporter Nicole
Brazier as they delivered the results live from The Ranch in Aromas.

Visit the Press Page for more information and ready-to-use assets.

About CrossFit

CrossFit is the world’s leading platform to improve health, happiness, and performance.
In the 20 years since its founding, CrossFit® has grown from a garage gym in Santa
Cruz, California, into the world’s leading health and fitness brand. CrossFit is committed
to creating a welcoming and inclusive environment for everyone, and millions of people
have already experienced CrossFit’s transformational benefits through workouts in more
than 14,000 affiliated gyms across 158 countries. CrossFit also operates the annual
CrossFit Open, through which athletes at every level compete worldwide, culminating in
the CrossFit Games where top athletes compete for the title of Fittest on Earth™. To
learn more, visit www.CrossFit.com.
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